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R-181963 

The Honorable Thomas E. Moroan 
, Chairman, Committee on Inteinational '. l '. I. ' Relations 
';: Rouse of Representatives 

Dear Hr, Chairman: 

In reswnse to your request of July 30, 1974, we are 
making an isdepth review of international agreements for 
peaceful coq=ration in nuclear energy. As your office re- 
quested, we are providing individual reports on specific is- 
sues raised in your request. 

This, our third report, deals with the activities of 
the International Atomic Energy Agency in safeguarding nuclear 
material. hs requested by the Comm-Lttee, we are furnishing 
this report without obtaining formal agency comments. We 
did, howeverr obtain comments of agency officials informally 
and have included them, as appropriate. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S ROLE OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
REPORT TO THE COMMITTEE ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY IN SAFE- 
ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS GUARDING NUCLEAR MATERIAL ,- 
HOUSE OF REPRESEN'IATIVES -. Department of State . 

Energy Research and Develop- I~'-. 
,- ment Administration 

DIGEST ------ 

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE - 
GAO was asked to provide reports on a broad 
range of subjects concerning international 
agreements for peaceful cooperation in the 
field of nuclear energy. This is GAO's third 
such report and deals with the role of the 

I International Atomic Energy Agency in safe- c i"-: 
guarding nuclear material. 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The Agency, 
- I  

an autonomous organization under 
the aegis of the United Nations, administers 
an international nuclear safeguards program 
designed to detect diversion of nuclear ma- 
terials for nonpeaceful purposes. 

Its 106 member countries include all nations 
with significant amounts of nuclear activity, 
except the Peoples Republic of China and the 
Pepublic of China (Taiwan). The latter's 
nuclear facilities, however, are subject to 
Agency safeguards. (See pp. 1 and 11.) 

Membership in the Agency'does not obligate a 
country to accept safeguards on its facili- 
ties. For example, nuclear facilities of 
major nuclear weapons countries, such as the 
United States and the Soviet Union, are not 
subject to Agency safeguards except on a 
voluntary basis. In addition, India, which 
exploded a nuclear device in 1974, along 
with Argentina, Egypt, Israel, Spain, Japan, 
Pakistan, and South Africa are members with 
nuclear facilities not subject to Agency 
safeguards. (See pp. 8, 11, and 13.) 

.The Agency's safeguards system consists of 
material accountability, onsite inspections, 
and surveillance and ccntainment devices such 

m. Upon removal. the report 
cweu date shobld be noted hereon. i 
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as cameras and seals a ‘0~ principle is that 
the detection capability OE the system will 
deter a would-be diverter. Howe;rer , 1 imita- 
t ions in the scrpe and appl i.r:ability of in- 
spections must be recognized. 

--Agency safeguards are designed only to de- 
tect diversions on the national level, and \ 
it is assumed that member nations will pro- 
tect nuclear material from terrorist or sub- 
national groups. (See p. 14.) i 

--Agency safeguards do not include physical : 
protection, the safe international trans- 
port of nuclear material, or the safeguard- 
ing, of nuclear waste. (See p. 28.) 

--The Agency does not have the authority to 
seek out undeclared or clandestine nuclear 
facilities and cannot pursue or retrieve 
diverted nuclear mater ial. (See r. 15.) 

With the expected spread in peaceful uses of 
nuclear energy throughout the world, problems 
encountered in the administration and imple- 
mentation of the Agency’s safeguards system 
can be expected to increase. They relate to 
such matters as: 

--Adequacy of material accountability records 
within the member countries and their ccm- 
patibility with the Agency’s system. (See 
p. 20.) 

--Continuing need for more advanced measuring 
instrumentation. (See p. 21.) 

--Equitable apportionment of costs of the 
safeguards system among member nations. 
(See p. 22.) 

--Differences in safeguards agreements with 
member countries and their interpretation. 
(See p. 23.) 

Actions the Agency can currently take in the 
case of nuclear diversion are 

--notification to member countries and the 
United Nations, 
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--suspension cf Agency membership rights and 
privileges, and 

--the recall of Agency-sponsored material and 
technical assistance. 

It is not clear, however, how Agency-sponsored 
material would be retrieved. (See p. 16.) 

In view of dangers involved in the spread of 
nuclear weapons capability, stronger penal- 
ties may be needed for those who might vio- 
late their pledge to use nuclear material 
only for peaceful purposes. (See p. 33.) 

Real effectiveness of Agency safeguards is 
not known. There is no public evidence to 
show whether Agency safeguac*ls have pre- 
vented or detected diversion of nuclear ma- 
terial From intended peaceful purposes. 
(See p. 16.) 

The mere fact that the Agency has never dis- 
closed a diversion is not sufficient assur- 
ance for many countries that the safeguards 
are effective. (See pO 27.) 

--Effective international safeguards depend 
in large measure on the intent and cooper- 
ation of the country to which they are ap- 
plied and the adequacy of technological 

-control and implementation. (See p. 14.) 

--U.S. and Agency officials generally con- 
ceded that a country could circumvent 
safeguards if it was willing to assume 
the risk of detection, incur the expense, 
and take the trouble to do so. f See 
p. 20.) 

---Since Ihe Agency does not disclose to mem- 
ber nations results of its inspections, on 
the grounds that proprietary information 
might be disclosed, the Agency faces the 
difficult problem of how to assure member 
nations that safeguards are being applied 
effectively, fairly, and consistently in 
all countries. (See p. 27.) 

The question of whether U.S. interests are best 
served through bilateral or Agency safeguards 
is difficult to answer. Agency safeguards tend 
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to he more uniform: .~I!I I I?!:<’ .- r-2 . . ! ! ;’ t ii ;I n 
numerous bilateral :,.,~eyur?~ds wuid tc. 
Bilateral safeguard:; pr<)v ide the supplier 
with greater- cant idcn:.c t::.!‘- ‘.*- ‘cr ial it 1,111 - 
znpplied is not divkrtcd hut provide no 
assurances on mater ial nllpp1 ir?tl by ethers. 
(See p. 7.) 

AGENCY AC?‘IOii:: I.lrLl L’%,x~:,~Ji,~k,l) :.;SJE!? -__ ---- -----.------ .._-_ -.-----.------- 

As requested by the C~m!~litteo, C-,%0 did not 
obtain formal ageril.1~ c6!~1:e!!Cs sn this re- 
port. fluwcve r , the! rt-;,or t ;J;IS d iacussed 
with officials of tt,c ti:lc*nci+s involved, 
and tncy yetlefaiiy riyrccd witi: the infor- 
mation. 

MATTERS FOR CONSlnERATTON EY THE COMMJTTEE 

I’ 
-7 The Committee, together with the Joint Com- -/\ji .3-l. I 

r 
/ mittee on Atomic Energy, mny wish to pursue 

with executive branch oflicials major policy 
matters related to the cole of the Agency, 
including: 

--The need for expar;J inq Agency responsibili- 
ties in the physicial protection of nuclear 
mater ial, control of nuclear vaste, and safe 
transport of nuclear materials interna-. 
tionally. 

--The technical and political limitations in 
applying Agency safeguards. 

--The lack of sufficiently strong penalties 
or sanctions on a country that diverts nu- 
clear material for military purposes or 
that knowingly supplies material to another 
country for developing nucler-r explosive 
devices. (See p. 33.) 

In addition, the Cornnittees may wish to dis- 
cuss with executive branch officials the 
desirability of proposing that the Agency 
publish annually a report showing, by mem- 
ber cc;nntry, the amount of nuclear materials 
subject to its safegndrds and the amount 
and/cr percentage of material which could 
not be accounted for during Agency inspec- 
tions, while not divulging host country 
proprietary information. This ;ould help as- 
sure all member countries that safeguards are 
tCfective and that safeguarded material is 
not being diverted. (See p. 34.) 
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CHAPTER 1 - , 
'a 

INTRODUCTION 

On July 30, 1974, the Chairman of the House Committee on 
International Relations asked that we report to the Committee 
on a broad range of subjects concerning international agree-l 
mcnts for peaceful cooperation in the field of nuclear energy. 
This report deals with the role of the International Atomic \ 
Energy Agency (IAEA) in safeguarding against the diversion of 
nuclear material for nonpeaceful purposes. 

i' 
The term "safeguards“ within the international context 

refers to a system of inspection and verification which, when 
applied to one country's nuclear activities, will provide as- 
surance to other countries that nuclear material is not being 
diverted for nonpeaceful purposes. The IAEA safeguards are 
designed only to detect diversions of nuclear material on a 
national level, and.it is assumed that member nations will 
protect such material from terrorist cr subnational groups. 
The principle of such safeguards is that the risk of early 
detection and unmasking in the world community will deter a 
would-be diverter. 

IAEA, founded in 1957,' is an autonomous intergovernmental 
organization headquartered in Vienna, Austria. Under the 
aegis of the United Nations, it is recognized as the agency 
Ltisponsible for international activities concerned with the 
peaceful uses of atomic energy. This responsibility includes 
the important function of establishing and administering in- 
ternational safeguards. 

IAEA's other functions include exchanging scientific an2 
technical information on peaceful uses of atomic energy: pro- 
viding assistance to devel;>ping countries: and encouraging and 
assisting research* development, and the application of atomic 
energy through programs in food, agriculture, and physical and 
life sciences. It also has a program in nuclear safety and 

.environmental protection. Its programs and activities extend 
not only to member nations but to cooperation with many inter- 
national, regional, and national organizations as well. 

Membership in IAEA consists of 106 nations. (A list of 
members is shown in app. II.) The Board of Governors, 
composed of representatives from 34 member countries, con- 
siders policy and recommends budgets and programs to the Gen- 
eral Conference, The General Conference, with representatives 
of all member nations, convenes once a year to debate general 
policy and to consider recommendations of the Board of Gover- 
nors, IAEA, headed by the CIirector General, is organized into 
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five major departments as shown in appendix III. It has 1,BCO 
employees including 350 professional staff members, Of the 
professional staff positions, 290 are filled according to a 
geographic selection process. Experts in terrain nuclear- 
related fields fill the 60 remaining ositions ar,d serve under 
special agreements. The United States supplies 'Ihe larges: 
number of IAEA professional peflsonnel. filling 2G percent of 
the positions subjezL to geographic eelectio,o. 

IAEA funding is primarily derived from assessed contri- 
butions and voluntary and special contributions of member 
natiolh.;. Other income is derived fro2 such sources as the 
sale of publications and excess property and receipts from 
international organizations and governments for services and 

. *. 

technical assistance. Expenditures for calendar year 1974 
were ibout $29.3 million and are estimated to be $35.5 mil- :- 
lion for 1975. (See app, IV for budget information.) 

In addition, IAEA receives assistance-in-kind from me* 
ber nations in the form of fellowships, equipment, supplies, 
special nuclear material, films, publications, cost-free ex- 
perts, and other Qpes of goods and services, It also re- 
ceives assistance through contracts ad other arrangements 
subsidized by member nations. 

Since the inception of IAEA, U.S. financial participa- 
tion in all categories has amounted to about one-third of 
IAEA's measurable resources and through 1974 totaled about 
$76 million. This incllldes payments of $54-2 million for 
regular IAEA budget assessments; $10-7 million iz voluntary 
contributions; $9.3 million in gifts-in-kind; $1-1 million in 
research contracts: and $0.7 million in.gifts of special nu- 
clear material. 

The U.S. share of assessed contributions has been de- 
creasing steadily since 1960. In 1972 the Congress imposed 
a 25-percent limit on assessed payments to international or- 
ganizations, IAEA was exempt from this limitation, in part 
because of the undesirable effect reduced U-S. FJnding might 
have on safeguArds. However, in keeping wi+d coxqress;onal 
intent to reduce U.S. obligations to international organiza- 
tions, the overall share of assessment will be reduced 
from 31.9 percent ($7,382,611) in 1974 to 28-O percent 
($7,452,741) in 1975. U.S. officials hoped by 1978 to reduce 
the U.S. rate of assessed contributions on the nonsafeguard 
portion of the IAEA budget to 25 percent. 

The U.S. percentage of voluntary and special contribu- 
tions is slightly higher than rtgular assessed contributions, 
although these rates are also expect& to decrease in the fu- 
ture. U.S. voluntary cash contributions in 1973, for example, 
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amounted to about one-third of the total pledges by me:lber 
nations. U.S. gifts-in-kind in 1973 were estimated at 35 
percent of all such contributions. 

The United States has provided other types of support. 
For instance, since 1968 the U.S. Arms Contro'. and Disarma- 
ment Aqen;y has awarded abcut $3.3 million in contracts to 

- U.S. firms for research on safeguards instrumentation and 
techniques based cn the needs developed and identified by 
IAEA. Other suppcrt, such as information and publications 

- made available by the Atomic Znerqy Commission, L/ is not 
readily quantifiable. 

The United States was instrumental in establishing IAEA 
and played an active role in its development. The major U.S. 
interest in IAFA has been in safeguards. Other IAEA programs 
in which the United States has strong interests are physical 
security measures, environmental protection, waste management, 
and reactor safety. 

The United States maintains a small diplomatic Mission 
-to IAEA, which is headed by the U.S. Representative with the 

rank of Ambassador. The resident staff of the Mission in- 
cludes a deputy U.S. representative; two officials recruited 
from ERDA who deal ge,lerally Mith scientific and technical af- 
fairs; and two Foreign Service Officers who serve as political 
advisors and also handle budget an? administrative matters. 

The Mission protects and fosters U.S. interests in IAEA 
by recommending policy positions, representing th? United 
States at most nonscientific meetings, assisting the U.S. Rep- 
resentative in conducting relations with IAEA, and informing 
the Department of State, ERDA, and other U.S. Government agen- 
cies of developments within and concerning IAZA. The Mission 
also maintains liaison with missions and representatives of 
other IAEA member nations. 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

Information for this report was obtained through a re- 
view of pertinent records and discussions with officials at 
the Department of State, the U.S. Mission to IAEA, ERDA, U.S. 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, and IAEA. We visited 

l/The Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) 
_ - and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission assumed the responsi- 

bilities of the Atomic Energy Commission on January 19, 1975. 



the IAEA laboratory and a research reactor in Seibersdorf, 
Austria. We also observed an IAEA inspection of Japanese- 
owned plutonium being stored in Cheswick, Pennsylvan’ia. 

Within TAFA, our review was primarily centered around 
interviews with officials in the Department of Safeguards 
and Insp-ctions. Since IAEA does not provide to other mem- 
ber ccb.ntries the results of its inspections or ielated docu- 
ments, on the grounds thst host country proprietary information 
might be disclosed, major portions of our review were neces- 
sarily baaed on discussions. 
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CHAPTER 2 ___---- 
DEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT STATUS OF SAFEGUARDS ------- -_I_----------- - 

Nuclear reactors can be fueled with uranium ranfjing from 
its natural state (containing 0.7 percent fission. Ib;e ma- 
terial) to highly enriched (containing 90 percent or more 
fissionable material), as well as plutonium. Onty plutonium 
and highly enriched uranium are suitable for making nuclear 
explosives. Between 5 and 10 kilograms of plutonium or be- 
tween 20 and 30 kilograms of highly enriched uranium are 
needed to make a nuclear explosive device. 

Nuclear poser reactors in use throughout the world today 
are fueled with either natural or slightly enriched uranium. 
After natural or slightly enriched uranium has been used to 
fuel a power reactor for about a year, plutonium is produced 
as a byproduct in the spent fuel. 

To detect any diversion of nuclear material from peace- 
ful activities, international safeguards were established. 
Since the inception of the IAEA safeguards in the early 196Os, 
the amount of nuclear material and the number of facilities 
subject to such safeguards has continued to grow. It has 
been estimated that by 1980 the number of power reactors in 
IAEA member countrieg will increase from the 1974 level of 
182 (with a capacity of about 72,000 megawatts) to about 400 
(with a capacity of about 263,030 megawatts). An IAEA stirvey 
estimated the market for nuciear power reactors in developing 
countries between 1981 and 1990 would amount to an additional 
355 units with a total capacity of 220,000 megawatts. 

This rapid growth of nuclear power as a sourcp of energy 
greatly enhances the opportunity for countries to develop 
nuclear weapons. 

U.S. INTEREST IN SAFEGUARDS DEVELOPMENT ---------------- ----- 
Shortly after his Atoms for Peace message before the 

United Nations General Assembly in December 1953, President 
Eisenhower proposed revising the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 to 
allow for cooperation with allies in certain atomic energy 
matters. The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2011) au- 
thcrized the Atomic Energy Commission to distribute nuclear 
materials to foreign countries through bilateral Agreements 
50r Cooperation for the civil uses of atomic energy. Each 
agreement indicated among other thing;, that materials would 
not be used for any military purpose and would not be trans- 
ferred to unauthorized persons. 

. 
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The safeguards evolved from a U.S. decision to insure 
that the “not to further any military purpose” clause in the 
oilateral cooperative agreements was being adhered to by re- 
cipient countries. , Safeguards provisions in early U.S. 
agreements were rather broad in scope, but later agreements 
gave tne United States more detailed safeguards rights in 
such areas as facility design review, records, reports, jand 
inspections. I 

! 
IAEA benefited from the U.S. experience with safeguards 

gained in administering bilateral agreements. When the U.S. 
agreement witn IAEA came into force in July 1957, the United 
States nad had almost 3 years of experience in negotiating 
and administering bilateral agreements. 

In 1961; XAEA adopted guidelines for a safeguards sys- 
tem. Then in 1963, the United States and Japan--a bilatc ral 
partner --completed an agreement to transfer to IAEA the func- 
tion of safeguarding U.S.- supplied mater ial and equipment. 
This was the first trilateral safeguards transfer agreement. 
Since that time, the safeguards functicns of most U.S. pi- 
lateral cooperative agreements have been transferred to IAEA. 

As of Ijecember 31, 1974, the United States hab in ef Eect 
bilateral agreements with 29 countries, as well as agreements 
with the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM) and IAEA. 
The safequards portions of the majority of these agreements 
have been suspended in favor of trilateral agreements between 
the United States, IAEA, and the recipient country. Under 
trilateral agreements, the United States suspends its safe- 
guards rights in favor of IAEA’s safeguards. The supply and 
cooperation provisions of the bilateral agreements remain in 
effect, and the safeguards provisions are suspended--not 
superseded . If for some reason the trilateral agreement wore 
terminated, bilateral safeguards would be reinstated. 

An alternative method for countries to obtain nuclear 
materials and eguipsent from the United States is through 
IAEA project agreements. Under this arrangement, the United 
States supplies materials and equipment to a country under 
the aegis of IAEA, 
ties. 

which assumes the safeguards responsibil i- 
For example, the United States has agreed to supply 

nuclear materials and equipment to Yugoslavia and Mexico 
through IAEA project agreemcnt.s. 

BILATERAL VERSUS INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS I__--------- ---------- 

United States bilateral safeguards and IAEA safeguards 
are, difficult to compare because (1) most of the U.S. ex- 
perience in international safeguards was gained during the 
formative years and dealt primarily with research reactors, 

- .  -  - - - .  :  -  .  . . -  ..___ _ _ I’ ._ 
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(2) the United States subsequently assigned the majority of 
iLs bilateral safeguards responsibilities to IAEA, and (3) the 
U.S. experience applied, for the most part, to the types of 
reactors and equipment which were produced and exported from 
the United States, whereas IAEA safeqxards apply to foreign 
as well as U.S. types of reactors and equipment. With as- 
sistance from c:ertain member nations, IAEA is advancing the 
state of the art in safeguards. 

Tne question of whether U.S. interests are best served 
through bilateral or IAEA safeguards also is difficult to 
answer since there are advantages and <isadvantaGes to both. 
U.S. officials have outlined the following advantages to IAEA ._“- 
safeguards. 

_-- 
--IAEA safeguards may be viewed globally as more . \ 

credible than bilateral safeguards, particularly in 
instances where the supplier and the recipient are 
close allies. 

--IAEA safeguards would be more uniform and thus would 
minimize discriminatory application. If several sup- 
plier countries had bilateral safeguards systems, ‘ef- 
fective application might well be reduced to the least 
strict system. 

--Safeguards applied by an international organization 
can serve as an important precedent for international 
inspection for any future disarmament agreement. 

--It would be more expensive, in the aggregate, for many 
supplying countries to establish duplicative inspec- 
tion systems than for one international organization 
to under take the job. 

--Relying upon IAEA to carry out the safogu;rds function 
enhances its prestige and increases its responsibili- 
ties and thereby makes it a more effective instrument 
in all of its fields of endeavor. 

--Because of costs and technical manpower limitations, 
many supplying countries would find it diffirJlt if 
not impossible to undertake bilateral safeguar-ls on 
nuclear materials which they supply. 

On the othel: hand, IAEA and Mission officials stab ;d, 
in certain instences a supplier country might be in a posi- 
tion to negotiate stronger safeguards provisions bilaterally 
than IAEA. This is par titularly true when the supplier coun- 
try is a primary or sole source as it may be able to overt ide 
any restrictions or limitations desired by the recipient 

. 
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country on safeguards application. However, as more countries 
become exporters of similar nuclear commodities, suppliers 
may become reluctant to put themselves at a commercial dis- 
advantage by requiring too stringent safeguards. 

The obvious advantage of the bilateral safeguards system 
is that the supplier would have more confidence in an inspec- 
tion or system which it controlled than in the efforts of 
others. Bilateral safeguards provide the supplier with 
greater assurance that material it supplied is not diverted 
but provide no assurance on materials supplied by others. 

According to a State Department official, a supplier, 
even one like the United States that has transferred its bi- 
lateral safeguards responsibilities to IAEA, can get few de- 
tails of the precise status of materi?ls supplied because 
IAEA inspection reports are not made available to the sup- 
plier . Politically, however, U.S. officials believe that 
IAEA safeguaras are preferable. 

THE NO:;-PROLIFERATION TREATY -- -------A- 

T.he Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 
(NPT;, which came into effect on March 5, 1970, initiated a 
new ceza of IAEA safeguards responsibilities. NPT is an un- 
precedented concept in international relations, in that it 
requires a gereral commitment to international inspection of 
all nuclear programs within a nation's borders. Outside NPT, 
IAEA applies safeguards to only certain facilities and/or 
nuclear material within a country. 

NPT divides nations into two classes: those which had 
nuclear weapons prior to 1967 (nuclear weapons countries) 
and tnose which did not (non-nuclear-weapons cour.tries) . It 
commits the non-nuclear-weapons countries, which are party 
to NPT, to accept international inspections in return for 
assurance that inspections would also be Tade to detect any 
diversion of nuclear material for nonpeaceful purposes by 
other such NPT adherents. Nuclear weapons countries are not 
required to accept international safeguards under NPT but 
may accept them @r? a voluntary basis. 

Under NP'?, only the United States, the United Kingdom, 
the Union of Sclliet Socialist Republics, France, and the 
Peopl.es Republic of China are considered nuclear weapons 
countr ies. These last two countries, as well as India which 
exploded a nuclear device in 1974, have not siar,ed NPT. 

'As of May 12, 1975, 105 non-nuclear-weapons countries 
were party to NDT. Adherents to NPT are not required to be 
members of IAFA, and IAEA members are not required to become 
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parties to NPT. A total of 26 nations that had signed, 
acceded to, or ratified NPT were not members of IAEA and 
24 IAEA members were not party to NPT. 

NPT safeguards do not begin the day a country signs the 
Treaty. The process between signing and safeguards applica- 
tion is normally one of lengthy and intensive political, \, 
legal, and technical consideration and consultation, normally 
following this patterns ! 

I 
--Signing of or accession to NPT by the country. I 

--Ratification according to national law, if applicable. 

--Agreement between the country and IAEA governing 
safeguards implementation. This outlines the general 
requirements of both parties and states general exem_p- 
tions from safeguards. -- 

--Subsidiary arrangements between the country and IAEA 
detailing procedures for executing the agreement. 

--Facility attachments, appended to the subsidiary docu- 
ment, detailing safeguards application for each fa- 
cility subject to coverage. 

As of May 12, 1975, only 35 of the 105 non-nuclear 
weapons countries had safeguards agreements in force. ( See 
am V-1 I 

Nine European IAEA member nations (Belgium, Denmark, 
Federal Republic of Germany, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxes:- 
bourg, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom) belong to 
EURATOM and have their nwn multilateral safeguards system. 
The facilities in these countries are not currently subject 
to IAEA safeguards. However, pursuant to NPT, EURATOH and 
IAEA have negotiated, but not yet implemented, an agreement 
providing for IAEA verification of the findings of the EURATOM 
safeguards system in its non-nuclear-weapons countries. 

Several countries appear unlikely to adhere to NPT for 
political, nationalistic, or security reasons; and little is 
known about the intentions of others. Among the nonsignators 
are the Peoples Republic of Chir.a, France, India, Israel, 
South Africa, Brazil, Argentina, Pakistan, and Spain. Fifteen 
countries, including Japan, Egypt, and Indonesia, have signed 
but not ratified NPT. 

To demonstrate to non-nuclear-weapons countries that NPT 
safeguards would not represent an excessive burden or put 
them at a commercial disadvantage, the United Kingdom and the 
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United States have offered to subject to IAEA safeguards 
their nuclear facilities not associated with national 
secur ity . These offers are now being negotiated. The 
United States, in an effort to encourage participation in 
NPT, recently announced it would give preference tc NPT 
countries over non-NPT countries in providing technical 
assistance-in-kind. 

TWO IAEA SAFEGUARDS SYSTEMS .- 

IAEA applies safeguards to nuclear material and facili- 
,- 

ties under two systems: the NPT syskm and an earlier IAEA 
system. IAEA’s first broadly applied safeguards system-- _ .- 

described in IAEA Information Circular 66--borrowea heavily 
from the early t.ilateral experience of the United States. ..-. 
Although this system has been supplemented to an extent by \ 
the later, more extensive NPT safeguard system, the Circular 
66 system still has wide application. 

The Circular 66 safeguards system is primarily facility 
or ien ted, having originally been developed to serve in con- 
nection with project agreements, safeguards transfer agree- 
ments, or unilateral submission agreements. These agree- 
ments, as a rule, pertain to a single nuclear facility or to 
a limited number of facilities rather than to all of a coun- 
try’s nuclear activities. In fact, 
ment pursuant to Circular 66, 

under a sa,feguards agree- 
a country may put a single fa- 

cility or certain nuclear material under IAEA safeguards 
while retaining numerous unsafeguarded facilities or material. 

The Circular 66 system, although requiring that a coun- 
try maintain facility inventory records of safeguarded nu- 
clear material and submit inventory reports, does not require 
the country to establish a national nuclear material account- 
ing and control system. 

The stated purpose of Circular 66 is to establish a 
system of controls to insure that IAEA assistance Ss not 
used in such a way as to further any military purpose and to 
apply safeguards, at the request of the par ties, to any bi- 
lateral or multilateral arrangement or, at the request of a 
country, to any of that country’s activities in the field of 
atomic energy. The country’s obligations under Circular 66, 
therefore, go beyond those arising from NPT. The Crrcular 66 
agreements prohibit not only the development and manufacture 
of any nuclear explosive device but also any ether activity 
that furthers a military purpose. These prohibitions, how- 
ever, pertain only to specified nuclear material, equipment, 
and facilities. 
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The NPT system is desigiled to safeguard all nuclear 
material and facilities within a country so that there are 
no unsafeguarded areas in the national program for peaceful 
uses of the atom. Thus the main inspection effort may be con- 
centrated where it is most needed and can be most effective. 

NPT does not prohibit the use of nuclear energy for 
military purposes except for the manufacture of nuclear wea- 
pons or other explosive devices. It implies that such non- 
proscribed military uses do not come under safeguards. HGW- 
ever I NPT requires assurances that any nonproscribed military 
use does not constitute a course through which nuclear ma- 
terial could be channeled into prohibited uses. This obl i- 
gates a country to inform IAEA of the activity in question 
and to make arrangements for the nonapplication of safe- 
guards for the time that the nuclear material is in the 
military activity. The country must also demonstrate that 
such uses are not in conflict with any undertaking it may 
have previously entered into to which IAEA safeguards apply. 

Safeguards activities of IAEA have grown considerably 
since NPT came into force. Generally the safeguards under 
agreements concluded pursuant to Circular 66 are suspended 
while an agreement pursuant to NPT is in force; however, the 
original agreement remains in existence l This means that the 
safeguards requirements of the original agreement are deemed 
to be satisfied by the application of NPT safeguards for the 
time that the latter agreement is in force. It is worth not- 
ing that, since the entry into force of NPT, a number of addi- 
tional agreements have been concluded under Circular 66 with 
countries that are not party to NPT. 

EACILITIES AND MATERIALS SAFEGUARDED --a--- 

IAEA member nations include all countries with signifi- 
cant amounts of nuclear activity except the Peoples Republic 
of China and the Republic of China (Taiwan). However, the 
nuclear facilities of Taiwan, a former IAEA member nation, 
are subject to IAEA safeguards. Not all member nations have 
nuclear facilities, and not all of the facilities within the 
member nations are covered by IAEA safeguards. Mere member - 
ship alone does not obligate a nation to accept IAEA safe- 
guards. In 1974, 181 nuclear facilities were subject to 
safeguards under circular 66 and 234 facilities were subject 
to safeguards under NPT. 
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Nuclear Facilities Subject to IAEA Safeguards ------- --- ---- _- e--e 

Type of 
facil It*. -0-4 

1973 1974 ___-_-- - -^-- -- -_--- 
cZE3far 66 NPT 

EiTEuia?-iT6~BBi-‘------ 

5xifeguards --- -- safeguards Total 
- safeguards Total safeguards I- __ -- 

Power plants 
Conversion plants 
Fuel fabrication 

plants 
Reprocessing 

plants 
pilot fuel fabri- 

cation plants 

10 
I 

3 

3 

31 
2 

9 

11 

40 CO 
2 3 

ia 23 
I 

3 3 j 1: 
Pilot reprocessing - plants 4 4 4 4 
Research reactors 54 31 85 47 99 146 
Research and de- 

velopment fa- ' cilities :. 17 ia 27 13 40 53 
Other facilities ’ and locations 83 - 22 - :11 - 81 - 29 110 - 

Total 194 86 280 181 234 415 
E = = Z = = 

As of December 1, 1974, records showed the following 
quantities of nuclear,material to be under IAEA safeguards. 

' Total 
I, 

Under Lnder 
kilograms NPT Circular 66 -a ---- 

Special nuclear material: 
Plutonium 6,000 25% 75% 
Enricned uranium 2,177rOOO 8 92 

Source material: I 
Natural uranium 1 3,555,OOO 83 17 
Depleted uranium 282,000 56 44 
Thorium 11,000 86 14 

The quantity of nuclear materials under IAEA safeguards 
in 1974 was about an 80-percent increase over the quantity 
under safeguards in 1972. 

IAEA d.oes not keep records of amounts of special nuclear 
material in countries or facilities where it does not apply 
safeguards. IAEA estimates from publicly available informa- 
tion that the following quantities of nuclear material are 
not safeguarded by the IAEA. 

Kilograms --- 
Plutonium 5,000 
Enriched uranium 1,600,003 

\ Natural uranium 780,000 
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According to IAEA, tks greater part of this material is 
subject to EURATOM safeguards. 

Information is not readily available on the total number 
of nuclear facilities tiorlclwide cot subject to IAEA, EURATOM, 
or U.S. bilateral safeguards. Although we did not have in- 
formation on potential bilateral safeguard arrangements with 
supplier countries other &an the United-States, we identi- 
fied the following facilities in eight IAEA member non- 
nuclear-weapons countries s &ich are not known to be inter- 
nationally safeguarded: 

Country Faciljty 

Argentina 
Egypt 
India 

Israei 
Japan 

Pakistan 
South Africa 

Spain 

SmaBE reprscessinq plant 
Insbas research reactor 
Cirzs research reactor ..-- 
Apsara research reactor 
Zer Pina research reactor 
Purnima research reactor 
Fuel fabrication plant 
Repraacessing plant 
Dimona research reactor 
Experimental uranium enrichment 

plant 
SmaPB reprocessing plart 
Prototype uranirr;ix enrichment plant 
Pelftiuna research reactor 
Pilot reprocessing plant 
Vandellos power reactor (jointly 

operated and controlled with 
France ) 

_ __- -- 
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CHAPTER 3 --- 

EFFECTIVENESS OF IAEA SAFEGUARDS 

Effective safeguards depend in large measure on the 
intent and cooperation of the nation to which they are applied 
and the adequacy of technological control and implementation. 
Howeve I:, technological control in the absence of genuine poli- 
tical commitment is inadequate and political willpower and 
cooperat ion is likewise insufficient without a corresponding 
effort at the technological level. 

At the present time, the challenges to safeguards are 
great. Rapid growth is expected in nuclear facilities through- 
out the world, and IAEA will be tasked to respond. Instrumen- 
tation and techniques will need to be developed and refined. 
Adequate numbers of qualified staff will need to be recruited, 
and political solutions and compromises with participating na- 
tions and facility operators will be needed. 

Although IAEA is working diligently in the safeguards 
area, problems do exist and will probably continue to de- 
velop. 

LIMITATIONS ON SAFEGUARDS 

The desired effects of IAEA safeguards are to (1) deter, 
through prompt detection, national diversions of safeguarded 
nuclear material: (2) place responsibility on the country for 
instituting domestic programs to guard against subnational di- 
version of safeguarded nuclear material (i.e., by individuals 
or groups acting contrary to government policy); (3) reduce 
specific international tensions by providing a degree of as- 
surance among countries, especially hostile neighbors, that 
the safeguarded country is not developing nuclear .axplosive 
devices; and (4) insure that international nuclear commerce 
can be freely conducted without contributing to insecurity 
and tension among nations. It would be difficult if not im- 
possible to- prove whether or to what degree the safeguards 
actually accomplish the desired effects, as described above. 
Although certain technical conclusions can be derived from 
safeguards activities, the extent to which the safeguards 
are effective is largely a matter of judgment. 

It is important to recognize the constraints on IAEA 
safeguards before discussing their implementation or effec- 
tiveness. Several key limitations are identified below. 

:-IAEA safeguards are not foolproof: the system cannot 
provide absolute assurance that nuclear material has 
not been divei ted. When large quantities of nuclear 
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material are being used or processed, technical limits 
on the ability to measure inventories of nuclear ma- 
terial will leave uncertainties as to the actual quan- 
tities which are subject to safeguards. If the safe- 
guarded country, or facility operator, has more cophis- 
ticated and accurate control of the nuclear material 
than IAEA is aware of and can detect, diversion .tiithin 
the iimits of IAEA detection capabilities might 'cake 
place ever an extended period without detection. Itmis 
a question of competition for techn.ological competence. 

I 
--IAEA has no authority to implement physical protection 

measures in safeguarded activities, such as armed 
guards* locks, and other exclusion devices, or to pur- 
sue and recover diverted material. These measures can 
only be employed by sovereign nations (against subna- 
tional groups or individuals) which have legal bases 
and jurisdiction for applying them. Therefore, IAEA 
safeguards provide no physical protection against take- 
over of safeguarded nuclear material for military pur- 
poses but only an assurance that such takeover would be 
discovered, 

--IAEA safeguards under NPT agreements cover only de- 
clared peaceful nuclear activities. IAEA has no au- 
thority to seek out possible undeclared or clandestine 
facilities or stockpiles of nuclear material. Under 
non-MPP safeguards agreements, IAEA might apply safe- 
guards eL only one minor facility out of a large civil 
nuclear program involving many facilities. It has no 
authoriey with respect to those other facilities unless 
safeguarded nuclear material is transferred to them. 

--IAEA saf.?guards under NPT agreements do not preclude 
a country from using nuclear materials in military pro- 
grams, such as naval propulsion, as long as those pro- 
grams are not developing nuclear explosive devices. 
Further, if a country wishes to use nuclear material 
in su& a nonproscribed military use, IAZA safeguards 
will not be applied to that material and no interna- 
tional controls to verify nondiversion for nuclear 
weapons would be in effect for those activities. For 
a supplier to prevent its assistance from being used 
in this way under MPT safeguards agreements, it must 
enter into a special understanding with IAEA and the 
recipient country as the United States has. 

--IAEA safeguards under non-NPT agreements specifically 
\preclude "furthering any military purpose." Several 
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countries consider this to allow development of peace- 
ful nuclear explosives. However, the Director General 
of IAEA, recently announced at a Board of Governors 
meeting that he considered IAEA safeguards responsi- 
bilities to preclude the development of any nuclear 
explosive devices. 

--A country has the right to withdraw from NPT upon 
3 months' notice, if it considers its national inter- 
ests to be seriously jeopardized. Critics contend 
that a nation could proceed secretly as far as pos- 
sible with all the plans for making nuclear weapons 
and, when it was ready, merely notify IAEA and the 
United Nations Security Council that it was withdraw- 
ing its nuclear facilities from IAEA safrguards and .-- 
complete development of the nuclear explosives ou:;- 
side the realm of safeguards. 

Under the IAEA Statute, detection of diverted nuclear 
material carries limited sanctions. If IAEA cannot verify 
the nondiversion of special nuclear material, the co*lntry in- 
volved is to be given a "reascnable time" to take corrective 
action, before procedures for noncompliance may be initiated. 
Such procedures may include notification to member countries 
and the United Nations Security Council and General Assembly. 
Continued failure by the country to rectify the situation may 
also result in the recall of IAEA-sponsored material and tech- 
nical assistance as well as suspension of membership rights 
and privileges. By the time these sanctions are applied, the 
country may have had sufficient time to complete its weapons 
development. It is also not clear how IAEA-sponsored material 
would be r:trie;red, if the cc.untry were unwilling to voluntar- 
ily return it. 

The U.S. Mission pointed out that IAEA had never publicly 
disclosed that material was diverted or unaccounted for. It 
should be noted that the documents and reports relating to 
inspections may contain sensitive information due to proprie- 
tary concerns of operators and sovereign concerns of the 
country and are therefore treated as confidential. Just be- 
cause IAEA has never publicly reported that material was di- 
verted or unaccounted for is no real proof that IAEA's safe- 
guards system is effective. 

SAFEGUARDS IMPLEMENTATION 

IAEA's safeguards systems depend on two elements: (1) 
the maintenance and review of reccrds showing the receipt, 
production, consumption, transfer, and storage cf nuclear 
materials and (2) onsite inspections. While recognizing that 
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two systems are involved--NPT and Circular 66--and that re- 
quirements and procedures of the earlier system, Circular 
66, are more general, IAEA safeguards consider the following 
items. 

--A review of the design of the nuclear facilities. 

--A review of facilities' material records and reports. 

--inspections an& su:veillance of the facilities. 

A basic step in implementing safeguards after the under- 
lying agreements are concluded is to review the facility de- 
sign, This enables IAEA to determine the character, purpose, 
capacity, and layout of the facility. 

After consulting the co'.ltry, IAEA selects which surveil- 
lance techniques and contail1:zr.t devices such as cameras and 
seals, if any, will be employed; selects key points for measur- 
ing material flows and inventori-:s; and establishes require- 
ments for records and repor+-. 

The decisions reached on what safeguards will be inple- 
mented at the plant level are reflected in the facility at- 
tachment document. This also contains information on the 
number, scope, and mode of inspections which, to a large 
degree, are governed by the amount and type of nuclear mate- 
rial handled at the facility. Under APT, inspection access 
is more specifically defined than under the earlier Circular 
66 system. 

IAEA recently initiated a program to prepare an internal 
"Safeguards Impiementation Practices" document for each safe- 
guarded facility. This document establishes the safeguardc 
approach for a given facility.. Among other things, the docu- 
ment analyzes the material diversion possibilities and notes 
any inspection limitations or shortcomings due to such factors 
as facility desi.gn, instrumentation, legal agreements, and 
the degree of tile country’s cooperation. To date, this pro- 
gram has been applied to only a limited number of f.cilities. 

A major concept, which has special emph--is under the 
NPT system, is that each country should establish its own 
system to account for and control a21 nuclear material and to 
interface with the IAEA system. The IAEA safeguards are then 
applied in such a w&y as to verify the country’s national ac- 
countability system. 

The starting point for any inspectic,k, according tc IAEA 
officials, is the inventory data submitted by the country. 

If 
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Changes in the inventory since the last inspection, based 
on receipt and transfer notices, are recorded. This book 
inventory then becomes the basis for inspection, To verify 
the inventori, IAEA inspectors may count, weigh, and measure 
the material; take samples for independent analysis; inspect 
previously applied seals; and make compdrisons with the ac- 
counting records. The major steps of an inspection are 
shown in the photos on the following page. 

Inspection results are reviewed with the facility opera- 
tor by the inspector to preclude misunderstandings, and a de- 
tailed report is subsequently submitted to IAEA. The report 
is reviewed within the Department of Safeguards and Inspec- 
tions; and upon completion of the review process, IAEA pro- _ - 
vides the country with a statement of its results and con-. \ 
elusions. Inspection results are reported only to the coun- 
try. 

- 
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Fhiew of IVUerial Accountability Records. 

Inspection of IAEA Container hi. 

IAEA INSPECTION OF JAPANESE-OWED 
PLUTONIUM STORED AT WESTINWOUSE 
NUCLEAR CENTER IN CHESWCK 
PEMSYLWANIA . FEBRUARY 1975 

Physical inventory of Plutonium Rods. 
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SAFEGUARDS PROBLEMS - ---- 

IAEA hopes to apply safeguards with a high degree of 
reliability and assurance , within acceptable cost limits and 
without unduly interfering with commerical operations. IAEA 
officials stated that safeguards would never be completely: 
effective --they could never be fully confident that no mate- 
rial had been diverted. Mission and IAEA officials generally 
conceded that a country could circnmvent cafeguarirs if it )/ 
was willing to assume the risk of detection, incur the ex-' 
pense. and take the trouble to do so. ; . 

Mission officials feel safeguards are keeping pace with 
the growth of nuclear activities throughout the world: how- 
eve:, problems exist and probably will continue to develop. 

Due to the confidential nature of inspection reports 
and other IAEA documents, the information presente? below was 
obtained primarily through discussions with IAEA and Mission 
officials and is not specifically attributed to any particular 
country or facility. The problems identified by officials are, 
therefore, necessarily general in nature and in a few cases 
reflect anticipated rather than current problems. Mission 
officials cautioned that many of these problems, particularly 
those discussed under the technical section, are not uniqu? 
to IAEA but would be encountered by any organization or coun- 
try attempting to apply safeguards. 

Material accountability problems 

As previously stated, IAEA verfication of national ant? 
facility material accountability records is a primary safe- 
guards function. To the extent that these records are incom- 
plete or inaccurate, verification is hampered. Some of the 
problems encountered with the accountability records have been 
due to differences in internal reporting systems between in- 
dividual facilities and the national system. Others are due 
to national systems not fully interfacing with the correspond- 
ing IAEA system. 

For example, some countries are slow to report to IAEA 
the receipt and/or export of materials and at least one coun- 
try was not fully complying with IAEA standards for measuring 
nuclear material on hand. Another problem is that initial 
inventory data, which is the starting point for safeguards 
inspections, may not always be accurate. In at least one 
case, the ncrtional system did not require a physical inven- 
tory of materials until just recently. 
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Although alternative techniques for compiling and verify- 
ing data may offset some of these problems, IAEA will probably 
have serious difficulties until adequate national systems are 
fully implemented. 

Technical problems 

Technical problems can generally be divided into two 
groups: those dealing with instrumentation development and 
refinement and those dealing with limitations in safeguards 
application. To an extent, these problems overlap and in 
some instances, particularly those concerning bulk processing 
facilities where IAEA has had very little experience in apply- 
ing safeguards, the problems are anticipatory rather than cur- 
rent. 

Problems identified in the development and use of instru- 
mentation are: 

--Some instruments in current use do not measure with 
the accuracy which will be necessary when larger 
amounts of accountable material-are processed. 

--In some facilities, IAEA must rely on the same measur- 
ing instruments as the operator. This may not be as 
reliable as desired. Roweve r , IAEA does check calibra- 
tion of these instruments. 

--In other areas, instruments have not been developed to 
measure materials which do not lend themselves to 
sampling and evaluation except at a laboratory. Exam- 
ples include fuel elements and sludge from chemical 
reprocessing. 

--The high cost of instruments which IAEA may wish to 
install in facilities could present funding difficul- 
ties unless the country or facility operator shares 
in the costs. 

To help IAEA keep pace, many member countries, including 
t!?e United States, develop instrumentation at little or no 
cost to IAEA. 

Technical application of safeguards is limited in some 
instances and difficult to apply in others. 

--Some countries exclude or limit the use of certain 
surveillance and containment devices (cameras and 
seals) in their facilities. 
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--Statistical errors in sampling and mrdsbrement set 
limits on accuracy, and there can be no assurance of 
the detection of every slight loss. Yhis problem de- 
creases the ability to detect potential diversion when 
large amounts of nuclear material are handled. 

--Proprietary concerns of the operator and design fea- 
tures of some facilities may make it difficult to 
apply techniques or install instrumentation in the 
best and most efficient manner. 

--Simultaneous inventorying at all nuclear facilities 
withirl ;. roL?ntry {especially at bulk processing faci- 
lities) is h??t practicable under present operating 
constraints, and this presents an opportunity for 
inventory manipulation. Although this is not now a 
problem in most countries, its significance will in- 
crease with facility growth. 

--Some countries limit the number of inspectors by not 
accrediting as many to their country as IAEA may deem 
desirable. 

IAEA is continually developing and refining safeguards 
techniques and has devoted extensive effort to producing 
standards of application and alternative means of applying 
safeguards. It is developing a very detailed safeguards 
technical manual covering saferluarding methods and techni- 
ques to be applied at various nuclear activities and facili- 
ties. 

Financing problems 

Safeguards financing has b&en the subject of intensive 
negotiations within IAEAI and apparently it will continue to 
be a point of contention, threatening effective safeguards 
application. 

With the advent of NPT, many members, particularly de- 
veloping countries, weze concerned that IAEA’s responsibili- 
ties and related safeguards expenses would increase consider- 
ably. Tiis could have the effect of increasing assessed con- 
tributions and/or diminishing other IAEA programs. Intensive 
discussions resulked in varying v isws--from the concept that 
the country being safeguarded should pay for saizzuards to 
that of the advanced countries paying the entire cosc of tefe- 
guards. The United States, among others, argued that safe- 
guards benefit all members and should, in accordance with the 
IAEA Statute, be included as an administrative expense under 
the regular budget. 
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In the end, a complex formula was developed which would, 
in effect, limit the financial liability for safeguards of 
most developing countries to their 1971 (the pre-NPT) level, 
leaving the bulk of the increased costs of safeguards to the 
more advanced countries where the greatest part of the world's 
nuclear activities are located. 

I 
The developing countries concern has not been com- 

pletely unwarranted. Mission computations show that, while 
the cost of safeguards as a percentage of the total resources 
available to IAEA increased from 9.2 percent ($1.9 million) 
in 1971 to an estimated 9.7 percent ($3.4 million) in 1974, 
resources available for technical assistance decreased from 
25.6 percent to 21.3 percent for the same period. &/ 

The increase in safeguards costs caused the developing 
countries* 1974 safeguards assessments to exceed their 1971 as- 
sessments by about $33,000 in total, or an average increase of 
$470 per country. This increase appears small in light of the 
fact that in 1974, the 31 advanced countries paid a total of 
$2.3 million more toward safeguards than they paid in 1971. 
However, some of the developing countries are contending that 
the safeguards formula has not progressed as foreseen. The 
developing countries have made it known that they intend to 
invoke, as soon as possible, the provision of the agreement 
which calls for a review of the formula after 1975. 

Financing the safeguards program appears to be one of the 
key issues facing IAEA. Costs will undoubtedly increase ap- 
preciably as more inspectors and more advanced techniques and 
equipment are needed to keep pace with the rapidly expanding 
nuclear world. 

Political problems -- 

Some problems exist today and others may develop concern- 
ing what IAEA can and cannot do in the area of safeguards in 
a sovereign nation. Some of these are: 

--In negotiating safeguards agreements, some countries 
may place more restrictions on how safeguards are to 
be applied than other countries. 

- - - - -  -a 

&/Although the percentage decreased, the dollar value of 
funds, equipment, and services actually increased from $5.2 
millron in 1971 to $7.4 million in 1974. 
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--Different interpretations of agreements between some 
countries and IAEA exist, particularly under the 
Circular 66 agreements which are less specific in cer- 
tain details than those under NPT. 

--It is unclear what would happen if IAEA took certain 
actions, such as attempting to compel a country to 
fully comply with all standards contained in IAEA's WT 
implementing procedures or at what point the standards 
conflict with national sovereignty. 

--IAEA , in some cases, is not reguiring strict compliance 
with NPT implementing standards because it does not 
want to frighten off potential NPT adherents by estab- 
lish ing burdensome requirements. However, itmaybe .. _ 
sett ing undesirable precedents. 

SAFEGUARDS INSPECTORS - ----- 

The Statute of the IAEA provides that: 

"The paramount consideration in the recruitment and 
employment of the staff and in the determination of 
the conditions of service shall be to secure employ- 
ees of the highest standards of efficiency, technical 
competence, and integrity. Subject to this considera- 
tion, due regard shall be paid to the contributions 
of members to the Agency and to the importance of rc- 
cruiting the staff on as wide a geographical basis 
as possible." 

The Department of Safequarks and Inspections, as of Sep- 
tember 25, 1974, was composed of 62 professional staff mem- 
bers. Within this Department, the Division of Operations, 
which is responsible for conducting the safeguards inspec- 
tions, was staffed by 40 professionals from 33 countries. 
Guatemala, Nigeria, and Sudan, who have representatives within 
the Division, have no nuclear activities of their own. 
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IAEA's Division of Gyrations ---9 
PyGfessionai Staffing Al location -- --- 

LCoun try -- -- . 
Argentina (1) 
Australia (1) 
Austria (1) 
Belgium (1) 
Canada (1) 
Chile (1) 
Czechos?ovakia (1) 
Egypt (1) 
Federal Republ ic 

of Germany (2) 
France (1) 
Greece (1) 
Guatemala (1) 

Hungary (1) 
India (1) 
Indonesia (I) 
Israel (1) 
Italy (3) 
Japan (1) 
Netherlands (1) 
Nigeria (1) 
Norway (1) 
Poland (1) 
Por tuqal ( 1) 
Republic of 

China (1) 

Romania (1) 
Spain (1) 
Sudan (1) 
Sweden (1) 
Switzerland (1) 
Union of Soviet 

Socialist 
Republ its ( 2) 

United Kingdom (3) 
United States (2) 
Yugoslavia (1) 

Mission officials feel the U.S. representation in the De- 
partment of Safeguards and Inspection is low (8 out of 62 
professionals appointed on a geographic basis), especially in 
view of U.S. interest in this area, and they are making a con- 
scious effort to place U.S. personnel in positions as they be- 
come vacant. However, the Mission considers the positions 
currently held to be key positions in that six of the eight 
U.S. professionals are at supervisory levels in safeguards 
development. On an overall basis, ‘i-S. personnel occupy 20 
percent of the 290 professional IALA positions subject to geo- 
graphic distribution. 

The selection of professional staff for safeguards in- 
spector positions generally starts with a vacancy notice. IAEA 
prepares'vacancy notices for a position, listing the required 
background qualifications , experience requirements, and salary, 
and circulates the notice to member countries. The countries 
may then nominate candidates and IAEA accepts or rejects each 
nominee . Mission officials stated that IAEA will not hire an 
individual unless the country of which the candidate is a citi- 
zen gives its approval. There are no background security checks 
of employees, such as those conducted by the United States on 
some of its employees. 

Agency officials stated that once an inspector is hired, 
they prefer to retain the inspector and to experience as 
little turnover as possible. This supposedly eases the fears 
of the member countries of industrial espionage as generally 
the same inspector or group of inspectors continues to review 
the same facilities in the same countries. Safeguards inspec- 
tors must be accredited to the country in which they are to 
inspect, and the country has the opportunity to accept or re- 
jet t each inspector. 
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Because of differences in inspectors' backgrounds, coun- 
tries' preferences, and IAEA practices, some problems have 
arisen. Staffing and training have the following problems. 

--Some inspectors, although academically qualified, 
have limited practical experience in nuclear facilities 
or safeguards and require a long period with IAEA \ 
before becoming fully effective. Because some of these 
same inspectors stay with IAEA for only a few years, 
their useful contribution is limited. I 

--To date, IAEA has no comprehensive training program in 
safeguards and most inspectors obtain their training 
on the job. However, some personnel have participated 
in safeguards training courses in the United States, 
and IAEA hopes to have a comprehensive safeguards train- 
ing program under way in the near future. 

--An overall philosophical approach to safeguards has 
not been developed. As a result, some inspectors take 
an adversary approach in applying safeguards while 
pthers take a more lenient approach. One IAEA offi- 
cial stated that, if the adversary approach were pushed 
too hard, countries would be less inclined to cooperate 
and might not cooperate at all. 

--Recruiting the staff on as wide a geographical basis 
as possible has occasionally placed individuals in 
positions for which they were either underqualified or 
overqualified. : 

, 
--As nuclear activity expands, there may be problems in 

recruiting qualified inspectors at salary ranges com- 
mensurate with IAEA resources. This may be especially 
true if competition between IAEA and national safeguards 
systems for the limited number of qualified inspectors 
becomes keener. 

ASSURANCE Tci MEMBER NATIONS 
OF SAFEGUARDS EFFECTIVENESS 

In February 1972, a panel established by the Secretary of 
State to review U.S. policy objectives toward IAEA concluded 
that a weak or marginal safeguards program would probably be 
worse than no safeguards at all because it would further a 
false sense of security. However, reliable evaluation of 
safeguards effectiveness presents a dilemma. 
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One of the most difficult problems facing IAEA is how to 
assure member nations and the world at large that safeguards 
are effective and yet retain the necessary confidentiality of 
inspection results. The mere fact that IAEA has never re- 
ported a diversion is not sufficient assurance for many coun- 
tries. Linked to this problem is the one of assuring member 
nations that safeguards are being applied fairly and consis- 
tently in all countries. 

IAEA officials do not believe safeguards will ever be 
considered effective by everyone merely on the basis of IAEA’s 
saying everything is satisfactory. Hc.wever , changes are 
being contemplated to make more information available to as- 
sure member nations that the safeguards are effective. 

,/- 

, ,- 

:- 
. One internal change being considered is a process, in- . 

dependent of the Safeguards Department, for reviewing inspec- 
tion results. IAEA is also going to make available to mem- 
bers the safeguards technical manual which will explain how 
inspections are carried out in a particular type of facility. 

Some nations want further assurances. Japan, seek ing 
assurance that safeguards will be applied in a nondiscrimina- 
tory manner, is trying to convene a standing committee to 
perform an oversight function of IAEA safeguards. U.S. Mis- 
sion officials favor a committee of this type but are unsure 
of how much information could be made available to the public 
because of the proprietary nature of safeguards information. 

The United States is seeking consultations with IAEA 
to review the results of safeguards activities under U.S. tri- 
lateral transfer agreements. ?‘r?e United States suspended its 
bilateral inspection rights in favor of these safeguards but 
does not receive the results of inspection activities. IAEA 
has indicated a willingness to discuss these matters, but the 
final outcome is still uncertain. 
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CHAPTER 4 __---.--- - 

SAFEGUARDS-RELATED ISSUES ---------------- 

Tne expected growth of nuclear activity throughout the 
world has heightened concern over several related issues, 
such as nuclear terrcrism, physical protection, and dis- 
posal of highly radioactive wastes. Some countries want 
the benefits of the “peaceful atom” yet are concerned about 
encroachment on their national sovereignty by an interna- 
tional organization. Some countries wish to sell nuclear 
materials and equipment but are reluctant to attach safe- 
guards to nuclear exports. There is also concern about the 
handling and disposal of highly radioactive wastes that must 
be controlled, in some cases, for centuries. 

IAEA is basically limited on what it can do in these 
areas. It carries out the decisions of its member nations, 
and therefore direction must ultimately come from agreements 
reached among this large and rather diverse group. 

Concerning waste management, physical protection, safe 
transport , and for the most part health and safety, IAEA has 
no responsibility for controlling, supervising, regulating, 
or inspect ing member countries’ activities. Its standards 
and guidelines in these areas are largely advisory. 

Although these matters are not incl#-%d under the safe- 
guards systems, they, along with the exporting poiicies of 
suppl ier nations, have an important bearing on safeguards. 

PHYSICAL PROTECTION AND TRANSPORTATION - * .---- --------_I 

IAEA has no regulatory authority over physical protec- 
tion and transportation and must limit its activities to 
recommending standards and advising and assisting member 
nations. Many countries feel that physical security is an 
individual national concern. 

Recognizing that physical protection is an essential 
supplement to a country’s system of accounting and control 
of nuclear mater ial, IAEA sponsored a panel of experts which 
developed recommendations for physical protection. Al though 
the recommendations outlined in a publication known as the 
“qr ey book” are not binding upon countries, IAEA recommends 
their use in establishing physical protection systems. The 
U.S. Resident Representative to the :T.AEA stated that many 
developing countries have adopted the grey book as their 
national system while most advanced countries have their own 
systems. 
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IAEA’s recommendations incl ude general and detailed 
reeirements for physical protection of nucle::l: material in 
==? in storage c and in transit. Responsibil I+y for physi- 
c&k protection of nuclear mater ial during inlernational 
transfers is agreed upon by the parties involved. An IAEA 
official informed us that IAEA sometimes, upon request, 
se&s shipping containers for member countri.?.; but has nb 
rquirement or authority to safeguard materials in transit. 

NEslsLEAR SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECT1 ON ---------- ----- - --- 

IAEA’s nuclear safety and environmental protection pro- 
grm consists of three major segmen+.zs--nuclear safety, radio- 
log$cal safety, and waste managemenz. For the most part the 
IAIZA’s authority is limited to establishing and recommending 
sa%ety standards which can be adopted by member nations. It 
may establish and apply safety standards to facilities which 
have received IAEA assistance; to facilities covered under 
spzectil bilateral or multilateral arrangements; or, if re- 
quested, to a nation’s nuclear activities. When applying 
s&ety standards, it leaves the country great latitude in 
applying its own standards and measures once it is determined 
that the country’s system is adequate. Adequacy is deter- 
mikned through examining operation plans, safety measures to 
be applied, and other records. Efficiency and effectiveness 
are further evaluated through observation. 

IAEA’s standards are written in such a way that a coun- 
tr-y can easily incorporate them as its own national safety 
system, According to a Mission official, the IAEA's experi- 
erwe in applying safety standards has been limited to re- 
search reac tot: s . It is planning to draw up specific detailed 
safety standards for power reactors. 

In the n?lclear safety area, IAEA’s objective is to pro- 
v&de [member nations with advice and assistance for the safe 
laation, design, construction, and operation of research 
re+actor s, nuclear power plants, and plants storing and proc- 
essing nu.clear mater ial. IAEA also advises on licensing 
procedures and compliance controls. Cc.des of practice have 
b-n promulgated as part of its safety standa.ds. 

IAEA develops standards for radiological safety and 
azzsists member nations in protecting man, his property, and 
h&s environment against any harmful effects of radiation. 
Emphasis has gradually shifted from preparing standards to 
h&ping member countries apply standards, train sptcialists 
a& technicians, and promote and coordinate research. 

’ The objectives of the waste management program are to 
develop standards, promote and coordinate research, and 
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develop and rev lew techniques for preventing the release of 
ildrmful nuclear contaminants. IAEA also develops and dis- 
seminates information and advises member countries on the 
safe management of radioactive waste. 

POLICIES O? MAJOR EXPORTING COUNTRIES -e---m---- ----------------- 

Article III.2 of NPT states that: 

“Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to 
provide: (a) source or special fissionable ma- 
terial, or (b] equipment or material especially 
designed or prepared for the proc-?ssing, use or 
production of special fissionable material to any 
non-nuclear weapon State for peaceful purposes, 
unless the source or special fissionable material _ 
snail be subject to the safeguards required by 
this Article.” 

Several major expo.ting countries, who are party to 
NPT, mutually agreed in 1974 not to provide certain cate- 
gories of material and equipment to any non-nuclear-weapons 
country for peaceful purposes unless such material and 
equipment is subject to an appropriate safeguards agreement. 
The list of items to be safeguarded included special nuclear 
materials, nuclear-related materials, and various equipment 
for reactors, fuel fabrication, and reprocessing. 

The above safeguards requirements also extend to re- 
transfers. It was made clear that this “trigger list,” was 
a minimum listing and that exporters could require safe- 
guards OR additional items. 

The participating exporting countries are Australia, 
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
the Netherlands, Nort’ay, Finland, the Union of Soviet Social- 
ist Republ its, the United States, the United Kingdom, Poland, 
and the German Democratic Republic. Some countr ies, al though 
not participating, have indicated they will support the same 
conditions while others, 
Cnina, India, and France, 

such as the Peoples Republic of 

they will %llow. 
have not indicated what policy 

nuclear i taas, 
As additional countries begin to export 

it is not known what policies they will adopt. 
Some African countries, for instance, export large quantities 
of natural uranium but have not yet subscribed to any safe- 
guards policies. 

According to Mission officials, the trigger list was an 
attempt to take safeguards out of the marketplace. That is, 
if all exporting countries could agree to a common policy of 
safeguarding exports, no one country would have a commercial 
advantage oecause it did not require safeguards. 
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Mission officials stated that the United States requires 
safeguards on more export ‘Items than those appearing on the 
trigger list. The United States applies end-use criteria to 
its nuclear and nuclear-related exports. For example, the 
United States may require safeguards on equipment which is 
identified for use in a reactor, as well as equipment for 
heavy water or reprocessing plants, even though such equip- 
ment may also be commonly used in industries outside the nu- 
clear field. Switzerland and France evidently do not use the 
same criteria because Swiss and French companies are assist- 
ing India by supplying equipment and technical expertise to 
build a heavy water plant, which, when com.?leted, xi11 be 
unrafeguarded. The planL will allow India to produce its 
owo heavy water, a moderator needed in a r.atural uranium re- 
ar,tor , which is on the trigger list. The United States also 
places certain restrictions on technical training and assist- 
ance whiie most other countries do not. These types of self- 
imposed restrictions could possibly affect U.S. sales. 

Mission officials feel that U.S. policies should be ad- 
justed to compare with those of other nuclear exporters and 
that the United States should guard against being too re- 
strictive as such a policy might cause customers to purchase 
*heir nuclear needs from other sources. Mission officials 
also believe the United States should work jointly with Jther 
countries in this area because there is little the United 
States or any other single country can do unilaterally since 
no nuclear monopoly exists today. 

- 
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CONCLUSIONS ANC MAx'TERS FOR ~- -- 

CONSICERATION BY TX CO#MITTEE -- 

The real effectiveness of fAF3 safcg:‘ards is not known. 
There is no public evidence to show whetr.3. LAEA safeguards 
have prevented or detected diversion of nt’ :,\ar material from 
intended peaceful purposes. The mere fact that IAEF has never 
disclosed a diversion is not sufficient assurance to many 
countries that IAEA safeguards are effective. 

Effective interna5ional safeguards depend in large mea- 
sure on the intent and cooperation of the country to which _ 
they are applied and the adequacy of technological control --- 
and implementation. However I technological control in the 

\ 

absence of genuine political commitment is inadequate. IAEA 
officials have stated that safeguards would never be comp- 
letely effective-- they could never be fully confident that no 
material has been diverted. U.S. and IAEA officials gener- 
ally conceded that a country could circumvent safeguards if 
it was willing to assume the risk of detection, incur the 
expense, and take the trouble to do so. 

Although certain technical conclusions can be derived 
from the safeguards activities, the extent to which IAEA 
safeguards are effective is largely a matter of judgment. 
Since IAEA does not disclose to member nations the results 
of its inspections, on the grounds that proprietary informa- 
tion might be disclosed, it faces the difficult problem of 
how to assure member nations that safeguards are being ap- 
plied effectively, fairly, dnd consistently in all countries. 

Membership in IAEA does not obligate a country to ac- 
cept safeguards on its facilities. For example, the nuclear 
facilities of major nuclear weapons countries, such as the 
United States and the Soviet Union, are not subject to IAEA 
safeguards except on a voluntary basis. In addition, India, 
Argentina, Egypt, Israel, Spain, Japan, Pakistan, and South 
Africa are IAEA members with nuclear facilities not subject 
to IAEA safeguards. 

Limitations in the scope and applicability of IAEA 
:nspections must also be recognized. IAEA safeguards are 
62signed only to detect diversions at the national level. 
IILZA safeguards do not include physical protection, the 
safe international transport of nuclear material, or the 
safeguarding of nuclear waste. It does not have authority 
to seek out undeclared or clandestine nuclear facilities 
and cannot pursue or retrieve diverted nuclear material. 



With the expected spread of peaceful uses of nuclear 
energy throughout the world, the problems encountered in the 
administration and implementation of the IAEA safeguards 
system can be expected to increase. They relate to such 
matters as: 

--The adequacy of material accountability records 
within the member countries and their compatibility 
with the IAEA system. 

--The continuing need for more advanced measuring in- 
strumentation for inspectors. 

--The differences in safeguards agreements with member 
countries and their interpretation. 

--The equitable apportionment of the costs of the safe- 
guards system among member countries. 

If IAEA cannot verify the nondiversion of special nu- 
clear material, the country involved is to be given a urea- 
sonable time” to take corrective action before noncompliance 
procedures may be initiated. Such procedures include noti- 
fication to member countries and the United Nations Security 
Council and General Assembly. Continued failure by the country 
to rectify the situation may also result in the recall of IAEA- 
sponsored material and technical assistance as well as suspen- 
sion of membership rights and privileges. By the time these 
sanctions are made, the country may have had sufficient time 
to complete its weapons development. It is also not clear how 
IAEA-sponsored material would be retrieved. 

In view of the dangers involved in the spread of nuclear 
weapons capability, stronger penalties may be needed for those 
who might violate their pledge to use nuclear material for 
peaceful purposes. 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE COMMITTEE 

The Committee, together with the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy, may wish to pursue with responsible executive 
branch officials major policy matters related to the role of 
IAEA, including: 

--The. need for expanding the responsibilities of IAEA 
in the physical protection of nuclear material, the 
control of irradiated nuclear waste, and the safe 
transport of nuclear materials internationally. 

--The technical and political limitations in applying 
IAEA safeguards. 
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--The lack of sufficiently strong penalties or sanctions 
on a country that diverts nuclear material for military 
purposes or knowingly supplies material to another 
country for the purpose of developing nuclear explosive 
devices. 

In addition, the Committees may wish to discuss with execu- 
tive branch officials the desirability of proposing that \IAEA 
publish annually a report showing, by member country, the: amount 
of nuclear materials subject to its safeguards and the amount 
and/or percentage of material which could not be accounted for 
during the inspections, while not divulging host country pro- 
prietary information. This could help to assure all member 
countries that safequards are effective and that safeguarded 
material is not being diverted. 
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APPENDIX I 

The Honorable Elmer B. Staats 
Comptroller General of the United States 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Staats: 

As you may know, the Committee on Foreign Affairs has directed 
its Subcommittees on International Organizations :.nd Movements and the 
Near East and South Asia to conduct a series of hearings on foreign 
policy implications of the export of nuclear technology to the Middle 
East. In addition to Lhat inquiry, the full committee has pending before 
it a resolution of inquiry (H. Res. 1189 and 1219) requesting the Prtisi- 
dent to furnish the House of Representatives certain information regarding 
the proposed nuclear agreement? with Egypt and Israel. Finally, apart 
from the Committee's ongoing deliberations in this area, an amendment to 
the Atomic Energy Act which would require that such proposed nuclear agree- 
ments be referred to the House Foreign Affairs and Senate Foreign Rela- 
tions Committees for their comments and recommendations will be offered 
when H.R. 15582, enabling Comgress to approve or disapprove nuclear agree- 
ments for peaceful cooperation, is considered by the full House. 

In connection with these activities, the Committee will be in 
need of a broad range of information in the field of nuclear agreements. 
I would like to request, on beNf of the Committee, that the General 
Accounting Office undertake an in-depth study of the international zgree- 
ments for peaceful cooperation fn nuclear energy both entered into and 
currently proposed by the Uniter. States. 

It is my understanding that the GAO has already initiated a sur- 
vey in this area with emphasis on the role of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency. In addition to this aspect of the agreements, the committee 
is also interested in the GAO's analysis of the foilowing issues: 

1. The effectiveness of bilateral safeguards imposed by the 
United States in agreements presently in force; 

. . 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

The additional safeguards proposed by the United States 
with regard to the proposed agreements with Egypt and 
Israel ; 

The financial arrangements for such agreements; and 

The decision to enter into provisional atomic fuel supply 
contracts with Egypt and Israel when domestic requests for 
such fuel are being turned down by the Atomic Energy Commis- 
sion. 

It would be appreciated if the Committee were kept informed about 
the progress of this study. The staff of the Comr..ittee will be available 
to consult with your staff with regard to the development of the requested 
study. 

With best wishes, I am 

Chairman 

TEM:rbnd 
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APPENDIX II 

Iceland 
India* 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Iraq 
Ireland 
Israel* 
Italy 

i 

Ivory coast / 
Jamaica , 
Japan 
Jordan / 
Kenya 
Khmer Republic 
Korea, Democratic 

People's Republic of* 
Korea, Republic of 
Kuwait 
Lebanon 
Liberia 
Libyan Arab Republic 
Liechtenstein* 
Luxembourg 
Madagascar 
Malaysia 
Mali 
Mauritius 
Mexico 
Monaco* 
Mongolia 
Morocco 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Niger* 
kigeria 
Norway 
Pakistan* 
Panama 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Philippines 
Poland 

IAEA NEMBER NATIONS 

May 12, 1975 

Afghanistan 
AlDania* 

. Algeria* 
Argentina* 
Australia 
Austria 
Bangladesh* 
Belgium " 
a01 ivia 
Brazil* ! 
Bulgaria (, 
Burma* ,' 
Byelorussian Soviet 

Socialist Republic* 
Cameroon 
Canada 
Chile* 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Cuba* 
Cyprus 
Czechoslovak Socialist 

Republic 
Denmark 
Dominican Republic I 
Ecuador I 
Egypt, Arab Republic of 
51 Salvador 
Ett-iopia 
Finland 
Fr ante" 
Gabon 
German Democratic 

Republic 
Germany, Federal 

Republic of 
Ghana 
Greece 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
Holy See (Vatican City) 

. Hungary 
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Portuqal* 
Romania 
Saudi Arabia* 
Senegal 
Sierra Leone 
Singapore 

. South Africa* 
Spain* 
Sri Lanka 
Sudan 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Syrian Arab Republic 
Thailand 
TuniPia 
Turi:ey 

APPENDIX II 

Uganda* 
Ukrainian Soviet 

Socialist Republic* 
Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics 
United Kingdom of 

Great Bririan and 
Northern Ireland 

United States of America 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 
Vietnam 
Yugoslavia 
Zaire, Republic of 
Zambia* ._ -- 

* Indicates member nations that are not party to NPT. 
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APPENDIX III 

IAEA 
ORGANTZATION CfiART 

OEPAZZTMENT OF r-l TEtZiNICAL 
ASSISTANCE AND 

Pf.JBL.%CATfONS 

H PuMiirions 

DEPARTME NTOF 
TECHNICAL 
OPERATIONS 

Nuclear Power 

and Reacton 

'Jointly operated by IAEA and the United Nations Educational, 

Theoretical Phyricr 

DEPARTMENT OF 
SAFE CIUARDS AND 

INSPECTrON 

El Operations 

Scientific and Cultural Crganization. 
. 

*Includes participation by the Unite4 Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization and the Food and Agricul- 
ture Organization. 
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APPENDIX IV 

RECEIPTS 

IAEA CONSOLIDATED BUDGET (note a) -- 

1973 1974 
actual adjusted 

1975 
estimate 

Regular budget: 
Assessed contri- 

butions of mem- 
ber nations 

Transfer of 1971 
and 1972 cash 
surpluses for 
use in 1973 

Transfer of bal- 
ance of con- 
tingent financ- 
ing appropriation 
for 1974 

Special contribu- 
tions 

Miscellaneous 
income 

General fund: t 
Voluntary con- ' 

tributions 
Miscellaneous income 

Operating fund I: 
Special contri- 

butions by mem- 
ber nations I 

Direct contri- 
butions for 
special projects 

Miscellaneous in- 
come 

Drawings on unab- 
ligated balance 

Savings an prior 
years' operations 

werating fund II: 
Government contri- 

butions for tech- 
nical ass istance 

Miscellaneous in- 
come 

Additions to unob- 
ligated balance 

;17,017,697 $23,137,000 

234,277 

$26,66b,OOO 
I 

800,000 

178,786 

1,69§;430 1,927,ooo 

2,836,246 3,000,000 
159,055 80,000 

330,548 345,000 

454,852 686,6Oc! 

10,781 32,400 

99,170 

1,055 

- 

2,215,OOO 

4,500,000 
100,000 

395,000 

696,500 

80,136 65,000 

28,294 

-298,299 --__I- - 

$22,832,028 $29,273,000 

80,000 

\ \ 

29,500 

$35,476,000 
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EXPENDITURES --- 

Regular budget: 
Safeguards 
Information and 

technical serv- 
ices 

Administration 
General services 
Physical and life 

sciences 
Laboratories 
Policymaking and 

program planning 
Technical assistance 

and training 
Nuclear safety and 

environmental p:o- 
tection 

Nuclear power and 
reactors 

Food and agriculture 
Adjustment of cost 

estimates 
Other 

Operating fund I: 
Trieste Centre 
Monaco Laboratory 

Operating fund II: 

$ 3,037,030 $ 3,868,OOO $ 4,802,OOO 

2,268,435 
2,542,701 
2,456,389 

1,981,508 
1,575,390 

1,244,819 

1,112,767 

1,282,699 

1,141,952 
987,312 

258,166 

833,007 
63,399 

Experts and equipment 1,969,012 
Fellowships and 

1973 1974 1975 
actual adjusted estimate 

2,427,OOO 2,997,ooo 
2,640,OOO 2,976,OOO 
2,632,OOO 2,918,OOO 

2,481,OOO 
1,777,ooo 

1,460,OOO 

1,142,OOO 

2,648,OOO 
2,090,000 

1,596,OOO ..- 

---1,285,OOO 

1,500,000 

1,211,000 
1,080,OOO 

2,309,ooo 

1,728,OOO 
1,191,000 

2,600,OOO 2,800,OOO 
246,000 335,000 

1,009,000 
55,000 

1,051,000 
70,000 

training 836,420 

Total b/$23,583,006 

2,445,OOO 

7CO,POO 

$29,273,000 

a/Budget information on a calendar year basis. 

b/The difference of $750,978 between expenditures and receipts 

3,180,OOO 

1,500,000 

$35,476,000 -- 

represents the provisional cash deficit for 1973. 

, 
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4 4PPENDIX Y 

1 
STATUS OF NPT PARTICIPATION 

my 12, 19?5 

Nuclear weapons 
countrLe5 (3): 

Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republ its 

United Kingdom 
United States 

Non-nuclear-weapons 
countries (105): 

Afghanistan 
Australia 
Austria 
Barbados* 
Belgium 
801 ivia 
Botswana* 
Bulgar ia 
Buru&i" 
Cameroon 
Canada 
Central Af r ican 

REtpub ic* 
Chad* 
China, Republ iC Of * 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
cypr as 
czechoslovak 

Sot ial ist Republ ic 
Dahomey* 
Denmark 
Dominican Republ ic 
Ecuador 
Egypt* Arab Republic 

LI 

I 

of 
El Salvador 
Ethiopia 
Fiji* 
Finland 
Gabon 
Gambia* 
German Democratic 

Republic 

-- . 

signed 
NPT 

x 
X 
x 

X 
X 
X 
x 
x 
X 

x 
X 

x 
x 

X 
X 

Y 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Acceded to 
or rat if ied 

NPT 

Safeguard 
agreement 
with IAEA 

x 
X 
x 

X 
x 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
x 
x 

x 
1: 
x 

x 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

x 
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Under negotiation 
Under negotiation 

Approved by Board 
In force 
In force 
Under negotiation 
Signed 
Signed 
Under negotiation 
In force 

In force 

Signed 
In force 

In force 

In force 
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Singapore 
Somalia* 
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Sudan 
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Ceylon) 
Swaziland* 
Sweden 
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Syrian Arab Republic 
Thailand 
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Tonga* 
Trinidad and Tobago* 
Tunisia 
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